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RECENT MEETS

April 16th – 17th 2016 SPMS & SW Zone Spring SCY Regional Championships.  
Well attended with 344+ swimmers. Meet ran well and on time. With Riverside never running a meet they did a great job.

April 28th – May 1st – 2016 TYR Fran Crippen Memorial Swim Meet of Champions.  
Dual Sanctioned - 7 USMS Masters swimmers in attendance.

April 28th – May 1st USMS National SCY Championships.  
Attendance - 1790 swimmers. Nancy Reno volunteered her time to be an official coach on deck.  
Out of 177 teams Rose Bowl took 10th place. Participating SPMS Teams: CVMM (9 swimmers), LVM (2 Swimmers), LAPS (6 Swimmers), MVN (3 swimmers), NOVA (4 Swimmers), OJAI (1 Swimmer), ROSE (24 swimmer), SCAQ (1 Swimmer) UCLA (1 Swimmer), VCM (7 Swimmers)

Upcoming SPMS Meets:  
May 27th – May 29th – 2016 Nova Grand Challenge (Dual Sanction)  
May 29th – Mission Viejo Nadadores LCM Meet. (USA Recognized Meet)  
June 5th – California Senior Games LCM (Pasadena)  
June 11th – Las Vegas Masters LCM

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-The Meet Operations

Riverside SCY Regional Meet – Requested feedback from multiple swimmers and coaches in regards to Riverside preparing for 2016 Nationals. Compiled the data and submitted this information to Mark Moore (USMS Championship Committee Liaison to Riverside) and Kevin Timko the Meet Director.

May 27th – May 29th – NOVA Grand Challenge meet. Since this is a dual sanction meet Robin and Kim are working with the NOVA organizers to have a table set up so we can market USMS to swimmers in attendance.